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Abstract

In this paper, a new semantic model is proposed for characterizing the performance properties of stochastic concurrent systems, called Maximality-based Labeled Stochastic Transition System (MLSTS). A Stochastic Process Algebra, called S-LOTOS, is associated with these MLSTS models as a specification language to describe the stochastic temporal aspects of concurrent systems under the assumption of generally distributed durations of actions. The MLSTS models can be automatically generated from S-LOTOS specifications according to the (true concurrency) maximality semantics. In addition, we bring out the main advantage of the MLSTS as it is shown on practical examples in reducing the number of states and transitions w.r.t. standard ST-semantic models, which are frequently used in specification and modeling of stochastic systems with non-Markovian Process Algebra. Using our MoVeS Tool, we bring out the main advantage of our approach which is a drastic reduction obtained in the number of states and transitions, in comparison to standard ST-semantic models.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, parallel and distributed systems have become the foundations of many application areas. However the correctness and the performances of the proposed constructions both remain difficult to prove since models of systems do not easily deal with all the necessary concrete parameters together, like competition, random phenomena, synchronization and non-determinism. Hence, the specification of an exact timing concerning the expected behaviors may lack of consistency. Often, good models come from considering the behaviors related to random timing. In transmission systems for instance, transmission errors and decision changes in the traffic flow produced randomly, lead to various communication delays. In fact, there is a need of adequate stochastic timing models, for the specification and verification of such stochastic behaviors.

Several models were already developed to capture randomly varying time instants and also time intervals, among with Queuing models, e.g. [21], and stochastic versions of Petri Nets, e.g. [5, 7], Automata, e.g. [18], and Process Algebras, e.g. [1, 8, 9, 17]. Among the specification languages, Stochastic Process Algebras (SPAs) take advantage from both compositionality and abstraction aspects (i.e. build up of complex models from detailed components and their interactions, but disregarding internal behavior when it is appropriate to do so), whereas providing a formal description context.

Two main SPA approaches have been adopted for expressing random time properties of stochastic systems. The Markovian Process Algebras (MPAs) accord with the interleaving semantics [1, 9, 13]. The specification of the durations of actions is limited to exponential distributions, hence MPAs take advantage from the memoryless property of exponential distributions, which yield analytically tractable models in the form of Continuous Time Markov Chains (CTMCs) [2, 22]. However, exponential distribution laws appear to be a limitation in expressiveness for many concrete situations, for instance, in case of only the minimum and maximum of some quantity are known, the uniform distribution would be a better law to consider. Face with this limitation, non-Markovian Process Algebras are proposed. These second SPA family adopts general probability laws to specify action durations.

Contrary to exponential distributions, general distributions allow handling the residual durations of running actions. Therefore, the interleaving semantics is no more appropriate [10]. Instead, the specifications of generally distributed durations refer to the true concurrency semantics. Thus, the system behaviors are never more represented like totally ordered sequences like in the...
interleaving semantics, but adequately like partial order ones, allowing one to consider non-atomic actions.

The existing non-Markovian SPA approaches introduce an explicit representation of the start and end events for every running actions. This allows considering a specific true concurrency semantics called ST-Semantics (for Start and Termination). For instance, IGSMP (Interactive Generalized Semi-Markov Process) [14, 16], GSMPA (Generalized Semi-Markovian Process Algebra) [15, 16], SPADES (Stochastic Process Algebra for Discrete Event Simulation) [10, 17], are models which adopt both the ST-Semantics and general distribution laws.

Anyway, these approaches suffer from an increasing exponential blow up implied by the combinations of the start and termination events. Alternatively, we refer to a more appropriate semantics, namely maximality semantics and defined in [3, 4] for qualitative needs. Our approach aims at handling true concurrency notions, for specifying non-Markovian properties, without being attacked by the state space explosion problem inherent to the splitting of actions.

In this paper, we formally introduce the Maximality-based Labeled Stochastic Transition System (MLSTS), as a new semantic model for the characterization of performance properties of stochastic concurrent systems. This follows a first work [11] which show that the maximality based semantic models describe the same qualitative and quantitative properties as specified in the ST-Semantic models. In this paper, we also present our Stochastic Process Algebra language S-LOTOS, which allows specification of stochastic temporal aspects of concurrent systems, as a language to describe MLSTs compactly. From S-LOTOS specification, we show how MLSTs can be generated automatically, according to the maximality semantics.

The paper is scheduled as follows: In section 2, the main principles and formal definition of the MLSTS models are presented. In section 3, we present our Algebraic language S-LOTOS, then we define the derivation rules useful to generate MLSTS models from S-LOTOS specifications. Next, in section 4, the generation of MLSTS is briefly discussed, and the main features of our MoVeS tool are exhibited, and experimental results show that our MLSTS models are very reduced w.r.t standard ST-semantic models. Section 5 concludes the paper and opens some perspectives.

2. Maximality-based Labeled Stochastic Transition Systems

The MLSTS models are defined as state/transition systems. Unlike ST semantic models, each transition only represents the start of an action execution. Since actions are not considered as atomic, the concurrent execution of multiple actions can be represented, and allows the distinction between sequential and parallel executions.

In MLSTS, the running actions are specified at the state level. Each instance of running actions is called a maximal event and is identified by a distinct name. In fact, each state of the system is featured by a unique configuration [3]. The configuration of a state is denoted $\varnothing [E]$ s.t. $M$ is the set of maximal events in $s$ and $E$ is the behavior expression considered from $s$. Every transition defined from $s$ is labeled by $\varnothing (a, f)$, expressing that $a$ is an action that can be activated from $E$ in case the maximal events of the subset $C \subseteq M$ are terminated. Further, $C$ is called the causality set of the transition. The symbol $x$ is the name identifying the start event of the new execution of $a$. The event identification is required to avoid confusion because several instances of running actions can have the same action name.

A detailed presentation of the maximality semantics can be found in [4]. Let us now illustrate the principles of the maximality semantics used in the MLSTS models through the two systems presented in Figure 1, modeled in Petri Nets and both based on two actions $a$ and $b$ with probability distribution functions $f$ and $g$ respectively. In the system $E$, $a$ is executed in parallel with $b$, whereas $F$, either the execution of $a$ is followed by the one of $b$ or vice versa. The corresponding MLSTSs representing the behaviors of $E$ and $F$, obtained by applying the maximality semantics, are represented in Figure 2. As an initial situation, there is no action in execution, therefore the sets of maximal events attached to the initial states of $E$ and $F$ are empty. As a consequence, the initial configurations of $E$ and $F$ are $\varnothing [E]$ and $\varnothing [F]$, respectively. By assuming that the action $a$ happens first from $E$ and $F$, the corresponding transitions are represented as:

$$
\varnothing \xrightarrow{\varnothing (a, f)} E2 \quad \varnothing \xrightarrow{\varnothing (a, f)} F2
$$

where $x$ is the event name identifying the starting of $a$. In both resulting states $E2$ and $F2$, $x$ is a maximal event.
Maximality-based Labeled Stochastic Transition System (MLSTS).

Let $\mathcal{M}$ be a countable set of event names. An MLSTS is a structure $(\Omega, A, DF, L, \mu, \xi, \psi)$ with:

- $\Omega = (S, s_0, T, \alpha, \beta)$: is a Transition System s.t. $S$ is the countable set of states for the system, at least including the initial state $s_0$. $T$ is the countable set of transitions specifying the states changes. $\alpha, \beta$ are two mappings $T \rightarrow S$, respectively associating its source $\alpha(t)$ and its target $\beta(t)$ with every transition.
- $A$: is a (finite) set of actions
- $DF$: is a finite set of probability distribution functions $(\forall t \in T: \mu(t) \in [0, 1])$.
- $L$: $T \rightarrow (A \times DF)$ associates with each transition, a pair composed of an action and a probability distribution function. Further, $(\Omega, (A \times DF))$ is a transition system labeled over the alphabet $(A \times DF)$.
- $\psi: S \rightarrow 2^\mathcal{M}$ associates with each state, a finite set of maximal event names (in the state).
- $\mu: T \rightarrow 2^\mathcal{M}$ associates with each transition, a finite set of maximal event names of actions, such that their terminations globally allow the start of this transition. This set corresponds to the direct causes of the transition.
- $\xi: T \rightarrow \mathcal{M}$ associates with each transition, an event name used to identify a start execution of the corresponding action. For any transition $t \in T$, we have:

$$\mu(t) \subseteq \psi(\alpha(t))$$
$$\xi(t) \notin \psi(\alpha(t)) - \mu(t)$$
$$\psi(\beta(t)) = (\psi(\alpha(t)) - \mu(t)) \cup \{\xi(t)\}$$

From an MSLTS, one can derive two semantic models; a functional one enhancing true concurrency behaviors and a performance one. The functional model is obtained by abstracting the quantitative information related to the various durations of actions, whereas the performance model...
model is obtained by abstracting the functional information. Let us now focus on the performance one.

2.2 The Underlying Performance Models of MLSTS

In probability theory, systems able to execute concurrent activities with general distributed durations are represented by Generalized Semi-Markov Processes (GSMPs) [14, 15]. In [19], GSMPs are introduced as stochastic processes for the modeling of complex phenomena. They generalize CTMCs by allowing the action durations to be submitted to a non exponential distribution, thus timing not only depends on the current state but also on the past of the state. As far as MLSTS are concerned, one can derive a performance model (by abstraction of the functional information related to the durations of actions), and a performance model (by abstraction of the functional information). The performance model of an MLSTS (i.e. its underlying stochastic process) model is a GSMP [12].

3. S-LOTOS as a language to describe MLSTS

In this section, we briefly recall the syntax and semantics of the behavioral expressions of our SPA called S-LOTOS [12]. Based on these expressions, we define S-LOTOS as a language to describe MLSTS. S-LOTOS deals with general probability distributions instead of restricting to exponential ones. A tool for generating automatically the modeling of complex phenomena. They generalize observable actions ranged over by

\[ \mathcal{L} = \mathcal{A} \cup \{ \text{stop} \} \]

In S-LOTOS, stochastic time is handled by using arbitrary distribution functions. An action is represented by a pair \((a, f)\), where \(a\) is the action name and \(f\) is the probability distribution function that governs the duration of \(a\).

3.2 Configurations and Derivation Rules

We briefly recall the definition of configurations [3], then an operational semantics is defined from the behavior expressions of S-LOTOS, to derive the possible transitions linking the configurations of a given system, leading to the underlying MLSTS model.

Let \( \mathcal{M} \) be the set of event names, ranged over by \( x, y \) ...

Further, the notation \( 2^X \) represents the set of finite subsets of a set \( X \).

Definition 2. Configurations.

The set \( \mathcal{C} \) of configurations is given by:

\[ \forall E \in \mathcal{A}, \forall M \in 2^{\mathcal{M}} : \mathcal{P} \in \mathcal{C} \]

\[ \forall P \in \mathcal{P}, \forall M \in 2^{\mathcal{M}} : \mathcal{P} \in \mathcal{C} \]

if \( \mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{C} \) then : \( \text{hide} \ \mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{C} \)

if \( \mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{C} \) then : \( \mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{C} \)

if \( \mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{C} \) and \( \{ a_1, ..., a_n \} \), \( \{ b_1, ..., b_k \} \in 2^{\mathcal{M}} \).

then: \( \mathcal{E}\{b_1,a_1, ..., b_k,a_k\} \in \mathcal{C} \)

The operational semantics of S-LOTOS is summarized in Table 1. Let \( S \) be the set of states. Further, the transitions between the states stand for transitions between the configurations of these states. The transition relation between configurations is denoted \( \rightarrow \). \( \rightarrow \subseteq S \times S \times C \times \text{Atm} \times C \), where the set of atoms of support \( \langle \text{Act} \times \text{DF} \rangle \) is \( \text{Atm} = 2^{\mathcal{M}} \times \langle \text{Act} \times \text{DF} \rangle \times \mathcal{M} \). For any subset of event names \( M \in 2^{\mathcal{M}} \), \( (a,f) \in \langle \text{Act} \times \text{DF} \rangle \) and \( x \in \mathcal{M} \), the atom \((M, (a, f), x)\) will be denoted \( s(M, a, f) \). The choice of an event name can be realized deterministically by using any function \( \text{get}: 2^\mathcal{M} \setminus \{ \emptyset \} \rightarrow \mathcal{M} \) satisfying \( \text{get}(M) \in M, \forall M \in 2^\mathcal{M} \setminus \{ \emptyset \} \).

Function \( \psi: S \rightarrow 2^{\mathcal{M}} \) corresponds to the function defined in Definition 1. Lastly, the predicate \( \text{Wait} : 2^{\mathcal{M}} \rightarrow \{ \text{true}, \text{false} \} \) characterizes the termination of the maximal events s.t.: \( \text{Wait}(M) = \text{true} \) if there is at least one running action referenced in \( M \).

The initial state of the underlying MLSTS corresponding to a given S-LOTOS specification \( E \) corresponds to the configuration \( \langle E \rangle \). The set of states are built on the fly, s.t. each one is associated with a configuration reachable...
from the initial configuration by using the derivation rules of Table 1.

### Table 1. Operational Semantics of S-LOTOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>((\text{wait}(M)))</td>
<td>(x = \text{get}(M))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(u{\text{stop}})</td>
<td>(x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(u{\text{stop}})</td>
<td>(x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e)</td>
<td>(x = \text{get}(M))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e)</td>
<td>(x = \text{get}(M))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e)</td>
<td>(x = \text{get}(M))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e)</td>
<td>(x = \text{get}(M))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Implementation and Results

Recently, we have define a syntax for describing full S-LOTOS specification of systems [6]. This is now integrated in our tool, called MoVeS (for environment for Modeling and Verifying Stochastic Systems), which is used to specify systems in S-LOTOS specifications and to translate them in their underlying MLSTS models, using the former operational rules. Shortly speaking, a system specification S-LOTOS contains:

- A header describing for a system, its name and parameters (i.e. actions with their distribution functions).
- A behavioral specification which accords with the syntax defined in Section 3.1.
- The definitions of processes composing the system.
- The specification of each used probability distribution function, in particular its type and effective parameters, with regards to the distribution functions used in the system header.
The MoVeS Tool user interface is presented in Figure 3, wherein the studied system is obtained by a parallel composition of three processes. The underlying MLSTS models appears textually in the lower-left part of the user interface and graphically in the right part. This graphic visualization is in fact supported by using the rich graphic module Graphedit of TORSCHE Scheduling toolbox [20].

Table 2 brings out the number of states and transitions obtained for different systems having different degrees of parallelism. In reference to the results obtained with the ST-semantic models, the maximality semantics based one become more and more compact, as the parallelism degree increases. Figure 4 graphically demonstrates the reduction according to the considered degrees of parallelism.

5. Conclusions and perspectives

The new proposed semantic model, called MLSTS (Maximality-based Labeled Stochastic Transition System), well characterizes the stochastic temporal properties of concurrent systems, under the assumption of generally distributed durations. Moreover, the S-LOTOS language appears to be a high level specification for the definition of MLSTS models, which can be considered as a high level formalization of Generalized Semi-Markov Processes (GSMPs).
Our first experimental results are very attractive. A drastic reduction in the numbers of edges and nodes has been highlighted, in reference to the standard ST-semantic models, which are frequently used in specification and modeling of stochastic systems with non-Markovian Process Algebras. We hope that this reduction will help our next steps consisting in integrating in our tool, analysis and verification techniques dedicated to MLSTS models.
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